
The 13th of February

.



It’s a high building 
with clock on it. 

It’s face of England.



It’s Big Ben
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New words:
tourist - турист 
exactly – точно
huge – огромный
bell – колокол
tower - башня 
belfry - колокольня
commissioner of works – 
руководитель работ
clockface – циферблат
minute hand – минутная стрелка
hour hand – часовая стрелка



Top Tourist Attractions
Every year, millions of tourists come to London to see 
and listen to Big Ben. But, what exactly is Big Ben?
Most people think that Big Ben is the tall clock tower 
that stands above the Houses of Parliament.
Well no! Big Ben is not the clock tower. It is one the 
four huge bells inside the tower. Its name 
comes from the bell’s commissioner of works, Sir 
Benjamin Hall, or Ben. The tower is 98 meters high. 
The bell inside the tower is 14 tons. The clock on the 
tower is also huge. Each of the four clockfaces is 7 
meters wide. The hour hands are about 3 meters long 
and the minute hands are about 4 meters long.
Perhaps one day you can go to London and see this 
amazing tourist attraction.



This is not Big Ben

  This is Big Ben



Let’s rest!
Up and down, 
Up and down,
Which is a way
To London town?
Where? Where?
Up in the air,
Close you eyes-
And you are there!



Make questions

1. is Big Ben How heavy? 

2. tall How the tower is? 
3. clockface big How big is the? 
4. does come from Where the name “Big Ben”? 



1. How heavy is Big Ben?                 It weighs 14 tons.
2. How tall is the tower? It’s 98 metres high.

3. How big is the clockface? It’s 7 metres wide. 

4. Where does the name 
    “Big Ben” come from? 

It comes from the bell’s 
commissioner of works, Sir 
Benjamin Hall.



Ex. 3 p.81 

1.Big Ben is in 
2.Big Ben is the name of 
3.The tower is                        high.
4.Each hour hand is                   long.

London
a huge bell

98 metres 
3 metres

Complete the sentences with true  information:



p. 81 ex. 4
Imagine you are a tour guide. Tell a group of tourists 
about Big Ben. Then answer the group’s questions.
1. …is not the clock tower.
2. …a huge bell
3. Sir Benjamin Hall
4. 98 metres 
5. 14 ton 



What time is it?

It’s…



What time is it?



What time is it?



What time is it?



What time is it?



What time is it?



Homework

SB p. 81 ex. 5 (project)



Рефлексия урока

На уроке было 
интересно,
у меня все 
получилось 

На уроке было 
интересно,
но некоторые 
задания вызвали 
затруднения

Было скучно, 
мне трудно 
выполнять 
задания




